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GOLD SUPPLY (#7)

Excessive Belief  (#1)

Doubleshotofheaven (#5)

Exacta:  1-7/1-5-7, $4.  Tri:  1-7/1-5-7/1-2-5-6-7, $6.  Daily Double:  1-7/2-3, $4.      

PARKER’S
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Forced the pace from the inside and tired last, broke poorly one race back, she 
moves outside and drops to the bottom claiming price, choice.
Even effort when fifth in her last two starts, she is capable of better efforts and 
should be right there late in this spot.
Tired in her first try against winners last, she figures to go better tonight however.

MISS PROSPECTOR (#3)

Full Speed Ahead (#2)

California Cool (#4)

Exacta:  2-3/2-3-4, cost $4. 

Back in against maidens after two efforts against stakes foes, she forced a fast pace 
last, shortens up tonight, looks like the one to beat.
Showed good improvement when second in her most recent, she was a bit wide 
that day and should track the top choice right from the start.
Decent debut, she has every right to improve, extra ground appears a plus.

PINCHALINCH (#4)

Dark Suspicion (#6)

Clongiffen (#9)

Exacta:   4-6/4-6-9, $4.  Tri:  4-6/4-6-9/1-4-6-7-9, $6.  Pick 3:  4-6-9/1-6/1, $3.

Wide trip in the Wa Cup when 69-1 last, clearly this is easier while facing 
maidens for $8K claiming, expect big try.
Second in all three of her lifetime start and she’s been heavily bet in each, she 
again looms the one to beat.
Not sure what to make of this one but she did run in a stakes at Churchill in May.

RACE OFFICE (#6)

Riggski (#1)

Brett (#5)

Exacta:   1-6/1-5-6, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-6/1-5-6/1-4-5-6-8, $6.  
Pick 3:   1-6/1/1-3-5, cost $3. 

Good try when second after leading into the stretch last, he may only need to 
repeat that effort to graduate.
Troubled start and he never recovered from that when eighth last, he previously 
ran well for third less than two lengths behind the top choice.
Well bet last and he had no real excuse when second, looks likely for part again.

GIOPRESS (#1)

Bernie (#7)

Doctor Bruce S. (#8)

Exacta:   1/5-7-8, $3.  Tri:  1/5-7-8/2-5-7-8, $4.50.  Pick 3:  1/1-3-5/3-5, $6.

Another coming back quickly, this one after a tiring fifth on a sloppy surface last, 
he won’t be far way late.
Stable mate of the second choice had a tough trip last, he must be considered.

TOMORROW’S MINE (#3)

Indian Power (#5)

Constant Craving (#1)

Exacta:  3-5/1-3-5, $4.  Tri:  3-5/1-3-5/1-3-4-5-6, $6.  Pick 3:  1-3-5/3-5/2-4-8, $9.

Perfect trip when beating all of these in her most recent, and while that was her 
best lifetime effort she should repeat.
Dueled throughout and held on for a game second last, she draws outside the 
other early speed again, will be in the battle right from the start.
Dull try last, back in the Lucarelli barn, she ran very well for him one race back.

Super:  1/5-7-8/2-5-7-8/2-5-7-8, $1.80.    Pick 5:  1/1-3-5/3-5/2-4/6-9, cost $12.

Super:  1-6/1-5-6/1-4-5-6-8/all, $6. 

Super:  4-6/4-6-9/1-4-6-7-9/1-2-4-6-7-9, $3.60.  Pick 7:  4-6/1-6/1/1-3-5/3-5/2/6-9, $9.60.  

Super:  2-3/2-3-4/2-3-4-5-6//all, $3.60.  

Super:  1-7/1-5-7/1-2-5-6-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 3:  1-7/2-3/4-6, $4.   Pick 4:  1-7/2-3/4-6-9/1-6, $12.  

Super:  3-5/1-3-5/1-3-4-5-6/all, $3.60.         Pick 4:  1-3-5/3-5/2-4/6-9, $12.

Trifecta:  2-3/2-3-4/2-3-4-5-6, $6.
Pick 3:   2-3/4-6-9/1-6, $6.

Veteran ran evenly for third in a fast heat for the level last, he comes back quickly 
tonight and figures to be heavily bet.
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RALLY CAT (#3)

Unleash the Tiger (#5)

Sky Confidential (#6)

Exacta:   3-5/3-5-6, cost $4. 

Winner of his last two sprints, the most recent in fast time has a nice style, tab 
to take another.
Decent effort when routing in the Wa Cup Sophmore stakes last, he’s one for 
one sprinting and should get a nice stalking trip.
Has excuses for his last three, nice recent workout and the outside draw a plus.

Super:   3-5/3-5-6/2-3-4-5-6/all, cost $3.60. 

PARTY FOR ONE (#2)

Uzt Have Money (#4)

Tiz Brilliant (#8)

Exacta:   2-4/2-4-8, cost $4. Trifecta:   2-4/2-4-8/1-2-3-4-8, $6.  

Daily Double:  2-4-8/6-9, $6. 

Gelding is very sharp right now, he’a forced some quick early fractions and 
held on for the win in each of his last two starts, hard to bet against.
Battled with the top choice through a hot pace and finished third last, he is 
bred to like the added distance, don’t ignore.
Split the top two last, he did get a pretty good trip that day however.

THAT DOG WILL HUNT (#6)

Include Eddy (#9)

Pegasus Champ (#1)

Exacta:   6-9/1-6-9, cost $4. Trifecta:   6-9/1-6-9/1-3-6-8-9, $6. 

Kept after the winner early and while he was well beaten when second, he did 
actually run very well, he deserves to be favored here.
Disappointed when heavily bet last but he didn’t get the best of trips and 
should love routing, he might make amends.
0 for 19 but he did have a pretty wide trip last, will save ground here, maybe.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Saturday Evening, September 21st, 2019

Super:   6-9/1-6-9/1-3-6-8-9/1-3-4-6-8-9, cost $3.60.

Super:   2-4/2-4-8/1-2-3-4-8/1-2-3-4-8-10, $3.60.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

GIOPRESS in the fifth. UZTA HAVE MONEY in the eighth.

Today’s Exotic Play: 

Race 2, $.50 Pick 3:  2-3/4-6-9/1-6, cost $6.

Tri:  3-5/3-5-6/2-3-4-5-6, $6.

Pick 3:  3-5/2-4-8/6-9, cost $6.
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HEART’S PASSION (#4)
Coalinga Hills (#3)

Missmatchupicchu (#6)

DUNBOW ROAD (#2)
So Gucci (#4)

Leading Indicator (#5)

BUSY PAYNTER (#2)
Colonel Power (#1)

Sassy Kitty (#8)

ROLINGA (#2)
Miss Maybell (#5)

Blackandslvrattack (#3)

TEQUILA SUNRISE (#7)
Magnificent Q T (#4)

Sweet Connie Girl (#1)

PURLANO (#1)
Tough But Nice (#6)

Captain N. Barron (#5)

RAGTIME BLUES (#1)
Howbeit (#8)

Dean Martini (#6)

HYDROGEN (#2)
Raging Whiskey (#7)
Tap Back (#3)
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Los Alamitos Hastings Golden Gate

Race Selections for Saturday, September 21st, 2019

ABSOLUTE WEAPON (#10)
Never Think Twice (#3)

Capital Reef (#8)

KITTEN’S ROYAL (#3)
Prince Cheval (#2)

Street Moxie (#4)

KAST INTENTION (#2)
Three Karyots (#4)

Miss Boisterous (#3)

SIMPLY PERFECT (#3)
Meritocracy (#5)

Blue Chip Betty (#1)

CRAZY SEXY MUNNY (#4)
Farishta (#6)

Donveras Cat (#3)

BORNONVALENTINEDAY (#3)
Splashing (#5)

Pacific Strike (#7)

AMBER LOUISE (#2)
Lady Chrome (#6)

Revenue Virginius (#4)

RED DAHLIA (#7)
Sara Crewe (#6)

Stradari (#3)

KARMA KING (#1)
Easy Game (#6)
Ride Into the Sky (#5)

TRUSTINI (#1)
Music Babe (#6)

Fabriana (#9)

BLUE SKYE JADE (#6)
Fait Accompli (#10)

Malibu Magic (#4)

REPRIMAND (#4)
I Kissed Ivy (#6)

Irish Charlie (#5)

INFINITE PATIENCE (#3)
Fully Lent (#2)

Everything’s Quiet (#5)

HEREVERYWISH (#5)
Bonita B (#2)

Champagne Waltz (#6)

OUREVELADY (#2)
Bad and Bougie (#3)

P G Star (#4)

QUAGMIRE (#1)
Handsome Chef (#8)

Buck (#2)

PIPPA (#9)
Rode to Galiano (#1)

Sharp Move (#2)

SPOKANE’S GEM (#5)
Aurora d’Oro (#3)

Little Groot (#2)


